
Holiday homework for A Level Drama Students 
 
1. Research theatre practitioners Stanislavski, Brecht and Artaud- try 
and a get a sense of their ideas about acting and their contribution to 
the evolution of Theatre Performance. Write a newspaper article or 
create a podcast based on their contribution to modern theatre. 
  
2. Research theatre history by reading A Concise History of the theatre 
by Phyllis Hartnoll and make a concise timeline of theatre 
history/genres from The Greeks to modern day providing as much 
detail as possible. For example theatrical landmarks such as  - First 
women on stage , the invention of Electric lighting and landmark plays 
like Hamlet, A Doll's House, Look Back in Anger, Saved,  Jerusalem, 
Hamilton and The Jungle. 
 
3. Find out about the work of modern theatre companies such as 
Frantic Assembly, Kneehigh, Punchdrunk or Theatre de Complicite and 
create a mood board of their work showing their style. 
  
And most importantly…. 
 
4. Go to the theatre and see a play rather than a musical –  
 
I must recommend The Life of Pi and To Kill A Mockingbird that are on 
in London over the summer of 2022. Or something local and less 
expensive like Verulamium Roman Theatre OVO in St Albans. 
 
Or if you can’t get to the theatre………………..? 
  
Using the Digital Theatre Plus streaming website watch two live theatre 
productions from their menu.  We recommend The Comedy of Errors, 
Much Ado, Love Song, Beautiful Thing, A Doll’s House, Things I Know 
To Be True, Pipeline and All My Sons. 
 
UN – sjl email address 
PW – studentaccess 
 
Or you can use NT at Home but you have to pay rental fees! 



 
Anyway……… you need to write a theatre review (750 Words) of a 
production that excites you ! The structure could be….. 
Para 1 First impressions and background 
Para 2 Two best performers 
Para 3 Two most memorable scenes 
Para 4 Set design and lighting 
Para 5 Costume and sound 
Para 6 Direction and final evaluation 
 
And finally if you have time and inspiration……Write your own play that 
we can use in the future as part of the devising process! 
 
Have fun and be creative!! 
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